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                                There is a reason why 90% of our clients have been with us for over 6 years because we ensure we are committed to our clients. We’re in the business of delivering measured results and we go above and beyond to achieve our goals.
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                                     Creating promising brand experiences	

									 Discover more services for digital transformation
                                       
 
									   Amplify Your Brand Conversations
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Brand Strategy 
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Brand Identity  
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Creative Designs 
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                                     Where thinking starts beyond the box	

									Discover more services for digital transformation
									

                                        Multiply Your Returns
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 Pay Per Click Marketing 
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Marketing Strategy 
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                                     Revolutionizing the brand with innovation	

									Discover more services for digital transformation
									

                                        Build Your Footprint
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Web Designing 
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Web UI/UX  
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Data Analytics  
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                            Real Estate

                            Want to know how we successful achieved 330+ leads?

                            Read More
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                            Healthcare

                            Looking for an integrated marketing strategy that could get you 8x revenue?

                            Read More
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                            F&B

                            Want to achieve engagement rates above the industry standards of 5% engagement?

                            Read More
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                            Retail

                             What strategy can get you maximum conversion & ROAS? 
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                            Social DNA is one of the most trusted and fastest-growing digital marketing agencies based in Hyderabad. Social DNA helps companies reach out to the right audience through creativity, quality content, with a combination of inbound marketing and social media strategy. The company thrives in creating materials that bring ideas to life in an accessible and imaginative way. 
Read more >>
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                            The ideology of the company comes from its name instantly. We are all about everything that is Social & Digital, whether it is fans on Facebook, followers on Twitter or links on LinkedIn. Our passion for Social & Digital Marketing is in our DNA and hence it shows in the quality of work we put up for our clients.


Read more >> 
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                            We are a team of enthusiastic Masterminds with passion for Digital in our DNA based in Hyderabad.We work towards building brands, driving performances through marketing & achieving measurable results through our analytical & technological strength.We believe that being open & transparent is of utmost importance and we drive the same attitude in our companies culture.

 

Read more >>
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                            Over the years, Social DNA, by virtue of its commitment to deliver value to its clients, has not just earned a formidable reputation in the industry but has been rewarded with a whole lot of recognition. Social DNA is changing the marketing industry by making a difference. They go above and beyond their role of a solutions provider to be the catalyst of digital transformation, delivering measurable results. 
Read more >>
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                             If you make the mistake of looking back too much, you aren’t focused enough on the road in front of you’ the journey of building Social DNA is the embodiment of this. At Social DNA, we strive for revolutionary innovations that disrupt the marketing industry. The major challenge in the digital marketing world is fourfold. 
Read more >> 
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                             Social DNA is one among the few performance based marketing agencies in the country offering a 360-degree approach covering all facets of digital marketing. This enthusiastic and proactive company prides in its synergized team and highly commemorates it's ROI based marketing strategies that excel in delivering SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant & Time-bound) results. 
Read more >>
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                                                	Mrs Meghana Rao Jupally

                                                    Director

                                                    My Home Group

                                                     I am extremely happy about DNA’s commitment, right from the team members to the top management, they truly understand the DNA of Digital Marketing. 
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                                                	Mr Ravindranath Garaga

                                                    General Manager Operations

                                                    Omega Hospitals Hyderabad

                                                     Omega Hospitals is associated with Social DNA from last 5+ years they have providing excellent services in the digital presence. They are highly professional and understands what client needs.They are the best, Keep up your good work!! 
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                                                	Mr Rajesh Gubbala

                                                    Head - Marketing, Business Development

                                                    Apollo HomeCare

                                                     Apollo Home care has been using Social DNA Digital Services for over ~ two years and have been very pleased with their service and end results. They have been flexible in their approach and easy to do business with. Aditya and his team always look for new ideas and ways to improve our online business. I can only recommend them!” 
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                                                	Mrs Tanu Daryani

                                                    Managing Director

                                                    Duvet Home

                                                     We DUVET Home came across Social DNA by word from a friend, little did we know what we were getting ourselves into. But after that first call to Aditya which was very gratifying, encouraging and with such creative ideas we were assured that we were heading in the right direction. Step by Step Aditya, Anish & Anvesh guided us, supported us & heard us out with what we had to say as well. Each one of them made us feel we were working on our website project as a team. Thank you all for your outstanding creative work that you all did for our website. Each one of you all have gone out of your ways to connect with us at random timings of the day considering we are 2  ½ hours ahead of you. so hats off to Social DNA  and for sure we will have multiple people asking us for our web designers so we will definitely recommend Social DNA. 
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                                                	Mr Nishikanth Nandiraju

                                                    Deputy General Manager - IT

                                                    Aurobindo Pharma

                                                     Social DNA have been helped me and my organization to manage the web presence - 2 projects so far. The command they have on dealing with Social Media related aspects for enterprises is second to none. Always eager to support, give more value to the buck spent. I wish Aditya and team the best in all their future endeavors 
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                                                Mr Mehul Ashar

                                                    Head – Branding & Marcom

                                                     Udai Omni Hospital 

                                                     It was great working with the team. Aditya, Anish, Anjali and others gave their best to enhance our digital presence. They came up with good insights and recommendations. A professional team with a bright future. All the best. 
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                                                Mr Abhinay Vyavahare

                                                    General Manager - Marketing

                                                    Aerolite Industries Private Limited

                                                     A professional agency who understands the DNA of the brand very well. A team of young turks, always filled with innovative thoughts. 
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                                                Mr Vishal Kaushik

                                                    Assistant Manager Facilities Management

                                                    Jones Lang LaSalle

                                                     Each member of their team has a different creative outlook. It’s unique and comes together nicely. They bring the capability and know-how of a big agency and the entrepreneurial spirit of a start-up. They've always been exceptionally helpful, easy to communicate with, and they offer a quick turnaround time. The company's willingness to engage at short notice and the frequency of their contact are both amazing. I wish them a fabulous time ahead... 
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                                                Mrs Anita Fracis

                                                    Proprietress

                                                    Anita's Handcrafted Chocolates

                                                     Social DNA, in a nutshell is simply the best place to go to for any and all solutions. The USP of Aditya and team is their professionalism along with personalised service. This translates into building long and lasting relationships based on trust. Aditya makes each client feel special. He takes time to understand their specific needs, provides the necessary initial hand holding and ensures that he and his team walk that extra mile to deliver unmatched service. He takes ownership and responsibility to the next level. Every step forward taken by a client brings a huge, delighted smile to his face. Aditya, you are an achiever and will continue to grow Social DNA from strength to strength and scale great heights. I wish only the best for you. 
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                                                Mr Krishna Kumar

                                                    CEO & Co-founder

                                                    Isthara Co-living & Student Housing

                                                     Social DNA have been instrumental in getting 3 of my projects to life. They have been superb to understand concepts and trends very quickly that helps Corporates attain better value and results. They are extremely knowledgeable of the market trends that facilitate interesting discussions before decision making. A great team to work with and they add considerable value to the Company by bringing in great energy and thought process to the table 
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                                                Mr Vinod Vasudevan

                                                    Chief Executive Officer

                                                    iWire IoT Technologies Pvt Ltd

                                                     It was great working with the team. Aditya, Anish, Anjali and others gave their best to enhance our digital presence. They came up with good insights and recommendations. A professional team with a bright future. All the best. 
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                                                Mr Vinayak Gondkar

                                                    Head - Digital Marketing & Customer Experience 

                                                    CYIENT

                                                     Working with Social DNA was very refreshing while we engaged them on our ‘Celebrating 25 Years of Success’ campaign. Not only were they highly professional and extremely serious about achieving the set objectives, but also their unwavering commitment and creative mind did pervade a positive experience. I highly recommend them for the services that they offer. 
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                                                Mr Ariz Rizvi

                                                    President

                                                    Apollo Life

                                                     You embarked the true vision of Apollo Life studio brand in the digital space of health & wellness. Your smart take on branding to cater to audiences' interest brought immense value-added services for our clients. You truly succeeded in increasing organic engagement and growth on all our digital platforms in a very short span of time beyond our expectations. Social is in your DNA in the true sense, you were both creative & result oriented. Your proactiveness, responsiveness and most of all being up-to-date with industry trends sets you apart. It was a pleasure to work with you. 
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